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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Fitzwilliam, in the County of
Cheshire in said State, quaUfied to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall, in said Fitz-
william. on Tuesday, the 6th day of March next at seven (7:00 P.M.)
o'clock in the afternoon to act on the following subjects:
Article 1. To bring in your votes for the election of one
selectman for three years, one cemetery commissioner for three
years, one trustee of trust funds for three years, one trustee of the
library for three years, three firewards. three commissioners for
Plante Memorial Park, town hall agent, constable and prosecuting
officer and two members of the budget committee for three years.
Polls will be open not later than 2:00 P.M. o'clock and close not
earlier than 7 P.M. o'clock or such later time as shall be authorized
by vote of the Town.
Article 2. To hear and act upon reports of agents, committees
and officers heretofore chosen.
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the select-
men to borrow money, in anticipation of taxes.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the with-
drawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the
provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972 for use as
set-offs against budgeted appropriations for the following priority
purposes and in amounts indicated or take any other action hereon:
Appropriation A mount




Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the select-
men to enter into agreement with the Town of Troy under Chapter
53-A of the Revised Statutes Annotated to form a joint police
department for the Towns of Troy and Fitzwilliam.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $16,000.00 for the operation and maintenance of the joint
police department for the Towns of Fitzwilliam and Troy, provided
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that Article 5 above is adopted by the voters, or, in the event that
either Article 5 above is not adopted by the voters, or the Town of
Troy does not \ote to adopt an article equivalent to Article 5 abo\e.
to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.00 for the operation of the police department, or to take any
action thereon.
Article 7. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,200.00 for the purchase of a radar unit for the use o\' the Police
Department, or take any action thereon.
Article 8. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,500.00 to clean out the waterhole in the rear of the Town Hall
or take any action thereon.
Article ^. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $1, 200.00 to provide a HotTop ramp in front oi' the new Fire
Station.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,200.00 to purchase and install a Radio Base Station
for the use of the Fire Department.
Article 1 1. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,000.00 for the crushing of gravel for the use o\' the
Highway Department, or take any action thereon.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $9,300.00 to purchase a new truck for the use of the
Highway Department and $4,300.00 of this amount to be withdrawn
from the Highway Capital Reserve Fund, or take any action thereon.
Article 13. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,890.00 to have a Soil Survey Map prepared by the USDA
Soil Conservation Service; $1,000 of this amount to be assessed in
1 973 and placed in a special account, $2,445 to be raised in 1 974 and
$2,445 to be raised in 1975, contingent upon the completion of the
survey, or take any action thereon.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Recreation Commission to establish permanent recreational facil-
ities on the Emerson School property.
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to release the balance ot
the recreation funds established at the 1970-72 town meetings for
the purpose of developing a recreational facility on the Emerson
School property and to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,800
with $10,800 to be withdrawn from the recreational capital reserve
fund, or take any action thereon.
Article 16. To see if the Town will authorize the Recreation
Commission to apply for matching Federal Funds for the
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development and operating the Fitzwilliam Recreational Area.
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $ 1 .000 for the purchasing of land for a dump site or take
any action thereon.
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,000 to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund, created
at the 1969 town meeting for the purpose of purchasing equipment
for the Fire Department.
Article 19. To hear the report of the Budget Committee and
pass any vote in relation thereto.
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to rescind action taken
under Article 29, Town Meeting of 1950, relating to the granting of
discount on taxes or take any action thereon.
Article 21. To see if the Town will authorize the selectmen to
sell all tax deeded property at public sale.
Article 22. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to abolish
the reestablishment of the south boundary of Historic District #2 of
Fitzwilliam which was voted by the Town, March 11,1 972.
Article 23. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to abolish
the reestablishment of the north boundary of Historic District #2 of
Fitzwilliam, which was voted by the Town, March 11, 1972.
Article 24. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to abolish
the extension of the Historic District of Fitzwilliam, which was
established by vote of the Town, March 9, 1971.
Article 25. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to abolish
the Historic District of Fitzwilliam, which was established by vote of
the Town. March 10, 1970.
Article 26. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to abolish
the Historic Commission of Fitzwilliam, which was established by
vote of the Town, March 11, 1969.
Article 27. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to abolish
the Recreation Commission of Fitzwilliam, which was established by
vote of the Town, March 10, 1970.
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to direct the Board of
Selectmen and the Conservation Commission to do any and all
things necessary or desireable to preserve Gap Mountain in its
present state as permanent open space for the benefit of the entire
community.
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote the following ordinance:
No building shall be erected, constructed or placed on a lot of land
less than two acres in size, nor less than 50 feet from the edge of the
traveled portion of any highway, nor less than 25 feet from a
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boundary line. A person convicted of violating any of the provisions
of this ordinance shall be fined not more than $10.00 for each day
such violation exists.
Article 30. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to
designate Richmond Road from Fitzwilliam Inn to Route #119 as a
scenic road under the provisions of RSA 253:17 & 18, for the
purposes of protecting and enhancing the scenic beauty of Fitz-
william, N.H. and, further, that the selectmen of said Fitzwilliam
shall, regarding such road or roads designated as scenic, file the
appropriate request for suspension of specifications when making
application to the Commissioner of Public Works and Highways for
Town Road Aid Funds under RSA 241: 7 (I).
Article 31. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to
designate West Lake Road, including Putney Road, from Route
#119 to East Lake Road as a scenic road under the provisions of
RSA 253:17 & 18, for the purposes of protecting and enhancing the
scenic beauty of Fitzwilliam, N.H. and, further, that the selectmen
of said Fitzwilliam, N.H. shall, regarding such road or roads
designated as scenic, file the appropriate request for suspension of
specifications when making application to the Commissioner of
Public Works and Highways for Town Road Aid Funds under RSA
241:7 (I).
Article 32. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to
designate Templeton-Collins Road as a scenic road under the
provisions of RSA 253:17 & 18, for the purposes of protecting and
enhancing the scenic beauty of Fitzwilliam and, further, that the
selectmen of said Fitzwilliam shall, regarding such road or roads
designated as scenic, file the appropriate request for suspension of
specifications when making application to the Commissioner of
Public Works and Highways for Town Road Aid Funds, under RSA
241:7 (I).
Article 33. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue a part of
Kemp Brook Road, so called as follows:
Beginning at the intersection of the Kemp Brook Road and the
Howeville Road, so called, near the residence of Nathaniel &
Constantia R. Bowditch and extending southwesterly along said
Kemp Brook Road a distance of 800 feet, upon the Town of
Fitzwilliam receiving from Nathaniel & Constantia R. Bowditch
a warranty deed conveying a right of way for public highway
purposes across other land of Nathaniel & Constantia R.
Bowditch, such right of way to provide an alternate route for the
discontinued section of Kemp Brook Road by such courses as
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the Board of Selectmen and Road Agent shall consider ap-
propriate, and to be cleared of trees, brush, rocks and other
t)bstructions to the extent necessary to allow public travel over
the same; all at no expense to the Town of Fitzwilliam
Article 34. To see what action the Town will take in regard to
the removal of the trees in front of the Town Hall and replacing the
same with trees of an adaptable species or take any action thereon.
Article 35. To see if the Town will vote to make the position of
fown Hall Agent an appointive oltice effective March 5, 1974.
Article 36. To see if the Town will vote to adopt such standards
for the design and construction or reconstruction of Class V High-
ways within the Town, as shall be adopted from time to time by the
Department of Public Works and Highways of the State of New
Hampshire.
Given under our hands and seal this 19th day of February, in
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The Annual Town Meeting of Fitzwilliam, N.H. opened on March 7, 1972 at 10AM 0'
Clock by moderator, William Prigge. Articles #1 and #2 of the Town Warrant were read
by the moderator. The ballot boxes for Presidential Preference Primary, Town Officers'
and the Constitutional Question were exhibited and shown to be empty. Voting started
immediately after the reading of the first two articles,
ARTICLE #1 To bring in your votes for the election of Delegates-at-large; alternate
District Delegates to the national conventions of the various political
parties to be held for the purpose of nominating Candidates for the Presi-
dent and Vice-President of the United States; and to declare your pre-
ference for Candidates for the office of President and Vice-President of
the United States.
ARTICLE #2 TOWN OFFICERS ELECTED
Selectmen




Trustee of Trust Funds
Trustee of Library






Edwin 0. Mattson, Jr.
Winston A. Wright
James R. Dunham







The Meeting reopened at 7:16 PM O'clock and it was voted to close the
polls at 8 PM and adjourn the Meeting until 1PM Saturday, March 11,1972.












Amentment passed to raise and appropriate the sum of $408.00 to support
the Monadnock Family and Mental Health Service for 1972.
Voted to accept a certain parcel of land from the Roman Catholic Bishop
as a gift, and used solely for the construction of a building to house
Fire Department equipment and other public uses.
Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $40,000.00 for the construc-
tion of a building on the site acquired under Article #13, to be used
as a fire station, and such appropriation to be financed by ndtes as
follows: $10,000.00 on December 1, 1972, $15,000.00 on December 1, 1973
and $15,000.00 on December 1, 1974. Said construction to be under the
Fire Stpt'on Committee.
This article was not passed, and the results of the voting by checklist
was: 283 ballots cast; 246 NO and 37 YES.
Amendment passed that $5,000.00 be made available for additional study
at some other area and this amount to include such money as has already
been expended by the Committee.
Voted to accept the Budget Committee report with the exception of monie^
not voted on by this meeting.
It was voted to keep the Historic District established March 10, 1970








ARTICLE #34 Voted to create a committee of five members to studey, investigate and
make recommendations for the improvement of solid waste and sewage dis-
posals systems within town.
ARTICLE #35 Voted to discontinue, subject to gates and bars the road leading from
#61 (Old Richmond Road) to Road #66 (Rhododendron Road.)
ARTICLE #36 Voted to discontinue, subject to gates and bars that portion of Road
#95 (Old Royalston Road) from the junction of said road with the drive-
way leading to the so-called Meattey Heirs' property southerly to the
New Hampshire-Massachusetts State Line.
ARTICLE #37 Voted to purchase an insurance policy in such an amount as deemed
necessary to protect the town and/or its officials from civil suit.
A motion was made to adjourn the meeting at 9:45 PM.







The Board of Selectmen is pleased to report on the activities of the
office during the past year and to comment on other matters which should be
of concern to all residents and taxpayers of the Town.
MAPPING PROGRAM: The mapping program was completed by the James W. Sewall
Co. and hearings were held to accommodate those property owners who had
questions about their property lines or acreage. There are still a few pro-
perty lines in question. Several property owners have purchased maps which
are of interest to them, and maps are still available at $3.00 each. Sec-
tional photos are also available at $16.00. The Board of Selectmen recommend
that the maps be brought up to date each year, which can be done at a small
expense. This is a must under the new law which requires that all towns have
have property maps by 1980. The Real Estate transfers within the Town during
the past year are being printed as a part of this report. It is hoped that
this will become a continuing practice as the Board believes it to be essen-
tial part of an annual report. When the tax bills went out, property owners
took a second look at their deeds, surveys and land descriptions because the
tax bills reflected the acreages as shown on the new maps. It will also be
noted that most properties are referred to by map and lot number instead of
by old family names.
ASSESSING PROCEDURES 1972: The 1972 annual meeting turned down the sugges-
tion of the Board of Selectmen that outside assistance be employed to reap-
praise all the land of the Town. The Board proceeded to do this in accordance
with the schedule which is printed elsewhere in this report. This schedule,
which was developed by a member of the Board, was filed with the State Tax
Commission. All the lands in the rural areas of the Town were reassessed,
and the record cards and the addressograph plates were changed accordingly.
The uncertainty of the application of the Open Space Law further complicated
the process of setting land values throughout the town. Fortunately with
the aid of the new property maps the Selectmen were able to prepare and sub-
mit the required report of open space tax deferments on a reasonably accurate
basis
.
SOLID WASTE AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS: There does not appear to be a sim-
ple answer to how best to handle our solid waste. A landfill operation to
bury all the material, now being hauled into our local dump, would be expen-
sive and impractical. Incineration is costly on a small scale and is not the
final answer. Recyling will only work when there is a willingness and a
committment on the part of each household to separate all of its waste into
at least four general categories of glass, paper, metal and garbage. The
Town cannot afford, and should not expect, to hire a person if one such per-
son could be found to do this. This jobcan, and must, be done by each in-
dividual, home or business that contributes to the problem.
FINANCIAL CONDITION OF THE TOWN AND REVENUE: The second chart printed below
points up the growth of the town duringthe last ten years with the resulting
increase in expenses and the need for additional revenue. Special notice
should be given to the increase in the anticipated revenues from the Federal,
State and Local sources -- exclusive of local real estate taxes. It is a
reasonable assumption that the ordinary town functions and services , but ex-
cluding capital expenditures could be financed for the current year without
a real estate tax . Whatever funds are voted at town meeting for special
projects, together with the county and school tax will be what the taxpayers
can expect to be the basis of their 1973 tax bill. It is up to the local
community to decide how the funds received under the Revenue Sharing are to
be spent. It should be used in such a way as to be of the greatest benefit
to the local residents. To facilitate the necessary record keeping over the
years, the Selectmen recommend that the funds be applied to the PRIORITY
EXPENDITURES of the Town; more particularly the Highway, Fire, and Police
Departments.
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES: A further study of chart #2 reveals that the number

























in turn places a greater demand on the Highway Department to provide 'summer
time' driving conditions on a year round basis. As will be noted in the
Detailed Expenditures, the combined cost of the Jaffrey Road ($8,642.37),
#4 Bridge ($8,171.55^ and the Pipe Line ($1,354,691 projects was about $3,300.
less than was available. However, It should be pointed out that the use of
town equipment is not included in these figures. An inventory and study of
our town road system. is needed. A plan is needed that is consistant with the
growth of the community to ensure that the Highway Subsidy, T.R.A. and other
road monies are expended to the best advantage.
Article 29 has been inserted in the warrant, by the Board of Selectmen,
to adopt certain standards for Class V highways throughout the Town. The
Board suggests that the 20-foot limit set for a road surface width is prac-
tical and essential to provide for the safe passage of the larger commercial
units, the school buses and highway equipment in use today. Visual safety
distances are no less important. A minimal sight distance of 200 feet is
necessary for a 30MPH speed, which is common on our town roads. Also too
many driveways are installed without regard to culverts or drainage ditches.
This causes unnecessary and dangerous icy spots during the winter time.
LAND USE: The original layout of the Town, excepting the area set off for
the Town of Troy, consisted of 215 lots of about 100 acres each. At the time
this was thought to be adequate to support a family. The need for land at
that time was for tillage, pasture, fuel and lumber for building materials.
Since that time some of the lots have been divided and subdivided until we
have about 1300 parcels, large and small. Many now think of a lot of land
as only a plot large enough to provide a homesite with a well and sewage sys-
tem. What this minimum lot size should be is frequently a subject for heated
discussion.
Unfortunately, in many instances, the lot size has proven to be too
small or the soil conditions inadequate causing unnecessary trouble and ex-
pense. It appears that the time is at hand to adopt a minimum lot size and
to have a comprehensive soil and a land capability survey to avoid the further
development of locations that cannot possibly provide minimal living condi-
tions. Serious consideration should be given to article 29 of this years
warrant.
The Board of Selectmen express it's appreciation for the co-operation
of the other town officers and to the several committees necessary to carry
on the functions of the Town.
Respectfully
,









Gentlemen: SUMMARY OF FINDING S AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Submitted herewith is the report of the annual examination and audit of the
accounts of the Town of Fitzwilliam for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1972,
which was made by this Division in accordance with the vote of the Town. 'Exhibits
as hereafter listed are included as part of the report.
One of the enclosed audits must be given to the Town Clerk for retention as
part of the permanent records.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts of the Board of Select-
men, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town Clerk, Library, Village Precenct, Summer Recrea-
tion Program. Laurel Lake Development and Trustees of Trust Funds.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
General Fund :
Comparat ive Balance Sheets - December 3 1. 1971 and December 31 1972-
("Exhibit A-l^l
^ '
Comparative Balance Sheets, as of December 31, 1971 and December 31 1972 are
presendted in Exhibit A-1. As indicated therein, the Current Surplus of 'the Town
increased by $23,183.07, from $28,723.16 to $51,906.23.
Analysis of Change in Current Financial Condition : (Exhibit A-2)
An analysis of the change in current financial condition of the Town during the
year is made in Exhibit A-2, with the factors which caused the change Indicated
therein. These were as follows:
Increase in Current Surplus :
Net Budget Surplus $23,593.14
Decrease in Current Surplu s:
Tax Collector's Excess Debits 410.07
Net Increase in Curr ent Surplus $23,183.07
Comparative Statemen ts of Appropriations and Expenditures- Estima ted
And Actual Revenues : (Exhibits A-3 and A-4)
Comparative statements of appropriations and expenditures for the fiscal year
ended December 31, 1972, made up in accordance with the uniform classification of
accounts Is included in Exhibit B-1. Proof of the Treasurer's balance as of Decem-ber 31, 1972, is indicated in Exhibit B-2.
AUDIT PROCEDURE
The accounts and records of all town officials charged with the custody, receiptand disbursement of public funds were examined and audited in accordance with generallyaccepted auditing standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as were considered necessary in the circum-stances.




As indicated in Exhibit C-2, as of December 31, 1972, unredeemed taxes from the













Again, in reiteration of our comments in the reports of the previous years, it
must be asserted that the Tax Collector should deed all of the properties involved to
the Town, inasmuch as the statutory two-year period for redemption from tax sales has
expired on these unredeemed taxes. The execution of tax deeds on all properties which
are in default of redemptions is required by the provisions of R.S.A. 80:38.
Correction of Errors in Tax Lists and Warrants :
Attention is called to R.SA. 76:14, relative to the correction of errors in the
tax lists and warrants delivered to the Tax Collector. This statute provides as
follows
:
" 76:14 Correction of Omissions, or Improper Assessment.
If the Selectmen, before the expiration of the year for which
a tax has been assessed, shall discover that the same has been
taxed to a person not by law liable, they may, upon abatement
of such tax and upon notice to the person liable for such tax,
impose the same upon the person so liable. And if it shall be
found that any person or property shall have escaped taxation,
the Selectmen, upon notice to the person shall impose a tax upon
the person or property so liable."
Accordingly, taxes assessed in error should be corrected only by the issuance
of abatements, and taxes omitted from the original warrants given to the Tax
Collector, should be assessed on added tax warrants. There should be no changes
effected in the original lists committed to the Collector.
Conclusion:
The provisions of Chapter 71, Section 27-a, require that the auditors' summary
of findings and recommendations (Letter of transmittal) shall be published in the
next annual report of the Town. Publication of the Exhibits contained in this audit
report is optional at the descretion of the Board of Selectmen. This letter, however,
must be published in its entirety.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Town of Fitzwilliam for their
assistance during the course of the audit.
Very truly yours,
Frederick E. Laplante, Director




This is to certify that we have examined and audited the accounts and records of
the Town of Fitzwilliam for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1972.
Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing
procedures as were considered necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and statement of sources of reve-
nues and expenditures present fairly the financial position of the Town of Fitzwilliam
at December 31, 1972, and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applicable to governmental
entitles, applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding fiscal year.
Respectfully submitted,
Frederick E. Laplante, Director
DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
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EXHIBIT A - 1
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM







Accounts Due to the Town
From Trustees of Trust Funds 984.37
Unredeemed Taxes
(Al Levy of 1971






(A) Levy of 1972, Incl. Resident Taxes 32,877.65
(B) Levy of 1971 234.88
(C) Levy of 1970 47.85





Accounts Owed by the Town :
Unexpended Balances of Special Appr. 13,356.29
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds 5,594.00
Resident Taxes-Due to State 2,171.30
Bond & Debt Retirement Taxes 319.22
Yield Tax Deposits(Escrow Acc't) 200.00
Over payments to be Refunded 49.92
Security Deposits - Town Dump Keys 120.00
School District Tax Payable 183,808.06
TOTAL ACCOUNTS OWED BY TOWN 205,719.19
Current Revenue:
From Local Taxes-Property Taxes-1972 397,727.35
Resident Taxes - 1972 5,040.00
National Bank Stock Taxes -1972 6.00
Yield Taxes - 1972 1,675.48
404,448.83
Property Taxes & Yield Taxes-
Previous Years 22,195.02
Resident Taxes-Previous Years 1,470.00
Poll 6. Head Taxes-Previous Years 21.00
Interest Received on Delinquent Taxes 1,823.74
Resident Tax-Penalties 170.50
Tax Sales Redeemed 4,659.45
From State :
For Highways & Bridges -Labor 2,119.50
For Town Road Aid-Reimbursement 6 , 671 . 70
8,881.20
Highway Subsidy 14,996.33
Interest and dividends Tax 25,088.40
Savings Bank Tax 1,314.62
Fighting Forest Fires 99.66
Reimbursement a-c Motor Vehicle Road Toll 297.90
Meals and Rooms Tax 7,017.46
Reimbursements a-c Business Profits Tax 21,197.44
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses 739.50
Business licenses. Permits & filing fees 68.00
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RECEIPTS CONTINUED
Rent of tovm property $ 25.00
Interest received on deposits 2,660.96
Income from trust funds 29.00
Income from departments 524.25
Prior years welfare 260.00
Motor vehicle permits 22,966.47
TOTAL CURRENT REVENUE RECEIPTS $ 540,954.43
Receipts other than current Revenue:
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes 95,000.00
Refunds 665.97
Revenue Sharing 5,694.00
Total receipts from all sources 642 313 70
Cash on hand, January 1, 19 72 180,827.21
TOTAL RECEIPTS 823,140.91
Current Maintenance Expenses :
General Government
Town Officers' Salaries 7,720.10
Town officers' Expenses 5,577.55
Election & Registration Expenses 785.00
Expenses Town Hall & Town Buildings 3,218.00
Protection of Persons and Property
Police Department 7,438.77
Fire Department-Incl . Forest Fires 6,494.37
Blister Rust & Care of Trees 325.00
Planning and zoning 71.55
Insurance 4,869.87
Health
Health department , Incl . Hospitals 2,867.00
Town dumps & garbage removal 842.72
Highways and Bridges
Town Road Aid 9,792.96
Town Maintenance 30,491.47
Street Lighting 4,461.42








Parks and playgrounds 193.24
Public Service Enterprises
Cemeteries 3,432.08
Damage and legal expenses 1,030.02
Unclassified
Advertising & Regional Associations 596.00
Taxes bought by town 10,810.83
Discounts, Abatements & Refunds 101.24
Employees' Retirement & S.S. 2,190.81
Debt Service
Interest on Debt:
Paid on tax anticipation Notes 1,721.71
Principal of Debt ;
Payments oh Tax Anticipation Notes 95,000.00
Capital Outlay :
Highways & Bridges - Bridge #4 8,171.55
Highways & Bridges- Jaffrey Road 8,642.37





Payments to capital reserve funds
Tax Maps
Payments to other Governmental Divis ions
:
Resident Taxes Paid State Treasur'er"
State Head Taxes paid State Treasurer
Taxes paid to County
Payments to precincts
Payments to School Districts (1971&1972)
Total Payments for all Purposes












Current Surplus - December 31, 1971







SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings 100,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 5,000.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 20,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 15,000.00
Police Department, Equipment 3,000.00
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 29,000.00
Equipment 40,000.00
Highway Department, Lands, Buildings 6,000.00
Equipment 45,000.00
Materials and Supplies 4,000.00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 3,500.00
All other Property and Equipment: Town
Dump Land 3,000.00
Cemetery Buildings and Equipment 1,500.00





Public Utilities - Electric 1,085,392.00
House Trailers, Mobile Homes/Trailers 322,754.00







Town Officers Salaries 9,000.00
Town Office Administrative Expenses 5,500.00
Election and Registration Expenses 700.00
Town Hall and Buildings Maintenance 3,500.00
Social Security and Retirement Contributions 2,000.00
Police Department 10,500.00
Fire Department 6,500.00
Blister Rust - Moth Extermination 325.00
Insurance 5,000.00
Local Planning Board 400.00






Fltzwilliam District Nurse 1,600.00
Elliot Community Hospital 833.00
Monadnock Family and Mental Health Service 408.00





General Expenses of Highway Department 35,000.00
Town Road Aid 1,014.26
Libraries 3,100.00










Water and Electric Utilities l.bUU.UU
Cemeteries 2,200.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 596.00
State Aid Construction (Bridge #3) 4,000.00
Property Tax Map - Balance 9,500.00
New Fire Station 10,000.00
Waterline to Firetanks 1,500.00
Interest Payment on Debt 3,000.00
Capital Reserve Fund - Fire Department 3,000.00
Capital Reserve Fund - Highway Department 3,000.00
Dumpsite 1,000.00
TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATION 166,876.26
LESS ESTIMATED REVENUES AND CREDITS
Interest and Dividends Tax 25,088.40
Savings Bank Tax 1,314.62
Highway Subsidy 15,000.00
Meals and Rooms Tax 6,992.00
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 1,396.00
Interest Received on Taxes and Time Deposits 2,700.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 700.00
Dog Licenses 700.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 20,000.00
Rent of Town Property and Equipment 100.00
Income from Trust Funds 20.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 6.00
Resident Taxes Retained 4,004.00
Road Toll Refund 300.00




Total of Town, School and County
Deduct: Reimb, a/c Property Exempted
Add: War Service Tax Credits
Add: Overlay









PROPERTY TAXES TO BE COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR
Gross Property Taxes
Less: w/Serv. Tax Cr
439,085.24
6,500.00











As of February 8, 1973
Allen, William A., Worcester, Mass. $ 12.30
Anderson, William, Heirs of, Fitzwilliam.N.H. 73.19
Angier, Wallace F. & Emeline L, Fit2william,N.H. 93.35
Aube, Roger & Rite, Gardner, Mass. 86.10
Bassett, Howard C. & Karen M. , Stoughton, Mass. 2.29
Benedetti, Peter N. & Patricia J., Monroe, Conn. 32.80
Betourney, Charles R. Jr. & Bonnie, Fitzwilliam,N.H. 750.30
Blair, John & Carol, Fitzwilliam.N.H. 343.37
Boston & Maine Corp., Boston, Mass. 69.70
Brackett, Donald H. , FitzwiU iam,N.H. 599.85
Burkhart , Anne Helene, Fitzwill iam,N.H. 486.70
Campbell, Clayton 0., Fitzwill iam,N.H. 241.90
Carlson, John E. & Mary H. , Troy, N.H. 293.15
Carroll, Alexander & Dorothy I, Fi tzwill iam,N.H. 748.25
Carter, Gregg, Fitzwill iam, N.H. 209.10
Chase, George W. Sr., Fitzwill iam, N.H. 20.50
Cirillo, Evelyn M. , Springfield, Mass. 125.05
Clouten, Theresa E. , Norfolk, Mass. 188.60
Coles, Clifford H. , Fitzwil liam,N.H. 1,391.85
Cookman, Jeanne, Athol, Mass. 98.40
Cushman, Ernest A. Jr. 6. Brenda L. , Fitzwilliam.N.H. 471.50
Daigle, Judith & Velma Sawyer, Marlboro, N.H. 14.35
Davis & Symonds Lumber Co., Claremont, N.H. 53.30
Despres, Theodore & Marilyn, Fitzwill iam, N.H. 155.80
Dickinson, Thelma J., Fitzwilliam.N.H. 235.75
Dolhenty, Leslie E. , Gardner, Mass. 369.00
Dunchus, Kenneth & Nancy, Fitzwill iam, N.H. 502.25
Dunton, George A. Heirs, Nashua. N.H. 61.50
Dunton, Kenneth A., Fitzwilliam,N.H. 227.55
Duplease, Robert E. & Annette P., Maiden, Mass. 207.05
Durham, Roland W &. Isabelle M. , Westport. N.H. 71.95
Doody. Jennie L. , Fitzwilliam.N.H. 414.10
FitzGerald, Ronald H. , Fitzwill iam, NH. 768.75
FitzGerald, Ronald H. , Fitzwilliam.N.H. 758.50
FitzGerald, Ronald H. , Fitzwill iam, N.H. 391.55
Flagg, Harold & Katherine, Fitzwilliam.N.H. 332.10
Fuller, Enoch D.Jr. & Mary Lou, Fitzwill iam, N.H. 1,032.90
Goodnow, Richard, Fitzwilliam,N.H. 229.60
Gordon, Robert J., Fitzwill iam. NH. 20.50
Greenough, Robert A. & Gloria J., Fitzwilliam.N.H. 151.70
Greenough, Theo. & Jessie, Fitzwilliam.N.H. 323.90
Handy. Roy E. Jr. & Shirley L. , Hubbardston, Mass. 49.20
Harkins. Robert W. . Millis, Mass. 72.77
Hinds, James H. . Fitzwilliam.N.H. 280.85
Hobbs, W.F. John, Jr., Cambridge. Mass. 38.95
Hofmeister, Annette 0., Fitzwilliam.N.H. 217.30
Holman, George W. , Wilbraham, Mass. 28.70
Holman, Lloyd K. & Rosalie A., Fitzwilliam.N.H. 472.75
Jacobs. Roland. Fitzwilliam.N.H. 190.65
Johnson, Arthur L. Jr. & Caroline F. . Troy. N.H. 492.00
Kendall, Richard, Concord, N.H. 75.85
Koski, Irene, Mt. Holly, N.J. 84.05
LaFave, Robert & Patricia. Fitzwilliam.N.H. 186.55
LaFond, James A. & Nancy , Fitzwill iam, N.H. 192.70
LaPointe. Linwood W. & Janet. Fitzwilliam.N.H. 328.00
LaRhette, Robert K. & Janet A.. Fitzwilliam.N.H. 1,234.10
MacDonald, Daniel, Fltzwilliam,N.H. 256.25
Markmin, Henry. Holliston. Mass. 14.35
Meatty. Clifford Heirs, Fitzwill iam, N.H. 256.25
Moore, Norman & Elaine, Fairfield, Conn. 139.40
Moreshead, Robert F. & Elizabeth L. Foxboro, Mass. 36.90
Morin, Ludger J. & Ida E , Fitzwill iam, N.H. 159.10
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Murphy, John Heirs, Boston, Mass. $ 8.20
Norway, Edwin E. & Ritz L., Fitzwill iam,N.H. 416.15
Olmstead, Phillip D. & Margaret, Fitzwllllam.N. H. 64.68
Otto, Luther M. Ill, Estate, Fitzwill iam, N.H. 1,779.40
Patch, Richard A. & Nancy J., Fitzwill iam, NH. 358.75
Phillips, Donald, Jaffrey, N.H. 20.50
Plastic Laminated Products Inc., Fitzwill iam, N.H. 155.80
Prescott, Fred A. & Nancy K, Fitzwill iam, N.H. 355.90
Quesnel, Roger J. & Harriet E. , Fitzwill iam, NH. 237.80
Quick, Dr. Harry, Agawam, Mass. 20.50
Regan, Frederick W., Fitzwill iam, N.H. 399.75
Rowe, George S. & Winnifred C, Fitzwill iam, N.H. 249.39
Russell, Verne P. & Loretta F. , Fitzwill iam, N.H. 206.25
Schimke, Edwin E. & Mary Louise, Fitzwilliam,N.H. 1,095.95
Schimke, Edwin E. & Mary Louise, Fitzwill iam, N.H. 75.85
Schimke, Fred M. , Clinton, Mass. 442.80
Smith, Chester & Emily, Fitzwilliam,N.H. 116.75
Smith, Glenn A. 6. Ramona M. , Fitzwll iam.N.H. 543.25
Smith, Henry, Fi tzwilliam,N.H. 617.05
Smith, Ralph W. & Marjorie D. , Fitzwill iam, N.H. 494.05
Stewart, Harold H. , Oxnard , Calif. 92.25
Suderman, William J. & C. Regina, Richmond, N.H. 344.40
Torres, John Jr. & Kate K. , Peterborough, N.H. 28.70
Vaine, Walter & Helen, Troy, N.H. 53.30
Verdonck, Ronald £< Elizabeth, Fit zwill iam,N.H. 241.90
Waelter, Donald E. Estate, Belmont, Mass. 725.70
Webb, Abbie Heirs, Fitzwilliam,N.H. 4.10
West, Arthur G. , W. Acton, Mass. 239.85
Whipple, Frank, Fi zwilliam,NH. 176.30
Whipple, Henry W., Fitzwill iam, N.H. 334.15
Whipple, Henry W. Jr., Fitzwill iam, N.H. 209.10
Williams, Simon M. & Eudora M. , Athol, Mass. 61.50
Wolf, Thomas E. & Ellen R. , Newton, Mass. 94.30
Winskye, Richard W. , Guston, Ky. 79.95
Dunham, James R. & Sandra J., Fitzwilliam,NH. 205.00
Jean, Lillian B., Winchendon, Mass. 178.35
Liberty, Jack, Fitzwilliam,N.H. 45.10
Otto, Luther Estate (Boat) 32.80






































































UNPAID RESIDENT TAXES 1972
As of February 8, 1973
Eddings, Roscos
Eddings, Sadie
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Helmi Tommila - Treasurer
Winston A. Wright - Tax Collector
Jane R. Wright - Town Clerk
ELECTIONS
William N. Prigge, Moderator





Wallace Angier - Supervisor
Carl Baldwin
Vaughn Derby
Anna Derby - Clerical
Trojan Press - Printing
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES






Walter Hill - Postmaster
Winston Wright




June E. Parker - Clerical
Supplies
Addressograph









N.E. Tel. & Tel.
Leonard Kirschner - Bonds
Ashuelot Nat. Bank





N.E. Assn of Town Clerks
Tax Collectors Assn.
















Robert W. Dunton - Agent
Robert W. Dunton - Care of Clock






Edward F. Green - Payrolls
Carl Baldwin - Labor and Materials
Daniel Bemis - Labor and Materials
Charles Huse - Snow Removal
Carl Baldwin - Fireward
Edwin 0. Mattson, Jr. - Fireward
































































E\iblic Service Co. of N.H.
N.E. Tel. & Tel. Co.
Other
Southwestern N.H. Fire Mutual Aid -
National Protective Agency








Troy Johnson - Tree Removal
Treas. State of New Hampshire
200.00
125.00
EMPLOYEE GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
FIRE and LIABILITY INSURANCE
Frank Massin Agency, Fire Insurance






LEGAL EXPENSE & DOG DAMAGE
Good, Arwe & Ayer





































































S & M Construction Co.
John R. Damon






N.R. Fogg & Son
Rice's Inc.
Cheshire Oil Co.


















Lake Asphalt & Petro.




C.H. Damon & Son
Northeast Culvert


























B. & W. Upholstry
Perkins, Bassett & Wright

























W. T. Bosworth, Pump
Arthur Raitto, Jr., Labor
Michael Farnum, Labor
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.





































REPORT OF ROAD AGENT
MAINTENANCE
Regular work was done. Summer and Winter: Plowing, sanding, cutting brush,
patching, and grading.
JAFFREY ROAD
Extensive work was done on this end of Jaffrey Road and the rest of the road was
resurfaced and a new culvert installed at Town Line.
#4 ROAD BRIDGE
The bridge near the Stillman Stone residence was replaced with a 101/2 foot raetalj
culvert. Two more bridges on the same road should be replaced in the same manner.
More and more work is needed to be at the Town Dump. Mostly because people will
not use energy enough to throw their rubbish over the bank.
SALT SHED
A new salt shed was necessary to prevent waste and provide a dry storage area.
EQUIPMENT
1 1970 Ford Dump Good 3 One way Snow Plows Godd
1 1967 Ford Dump Good 1 One Way Snow Plow New
1 JD 544 Loader Good 1 One Way Snow Plow Poor
1 JD 570 Grader Good 1 V-Snow Plow Poor
2 Homelite chain saws Good 1 Compressor & Equipment Poor
2 Power Sanders Fair 1 Roller Poor
2 Swenson Sanders Good Miscellaneous Garage &






The Fitzwilliam Fire Department is progressing according to plan. A few years
back the Fire Wards set goals to maintain and reach in ten years.
The first phase was training and up-dating the men of the department. Each man
was to have safety equipment and home alerting systems. The men supported this by
donating over $100 per man to accomplish this goal. We are happy to report this has
been done, but the cost increased to about $200 per man. The men now have proper train-
ing, safety equipment, home monitors, and modern hand equipment to use in fire preven-
tion and fire supression.
phase II „ag started 3 years ago by establishing a capital reserve fund for fire
equipment and this year an article in the warrant asks to change the amount to $5,000.,
to off-set the inflationary cost of new equipment. This phase will corralate phase IV
explained later in this report.
Phase III was placed in motion two years ago by establishing a fire station Com-
mittee to bring in plans for a new fire station. Last year the Town voted to build
a new fire station and appointed a committee to carry out this process. Elsewhere in
this Town Report is their summary of the main events of constructing a new station.
We as Fire Wards, extend our sincere thanks to the committee and all the consultants
who worked on the new station plans. It is hoped that all will stop at the depot and
see the progress in construction thus far. The building should be completed by April.
Phase IV will be presented at the 1974 Town Meeting and this will incorporate
the phase III capital reserve fund in appropriating money for a new fire department
pumper-tanker. Thus keeping our plan of rotating equipment every 20 years.
Phase V & VI will not be needed unless the town grows in the State Line area and
then a new sub-station and vehicle would be needed there.
Phase VII is a planning stage area for the town department. It is in this area
we look at new ideas and present them to the members of the department to review and
act upon. This is the area of money donated to the town for services and contributions
to outside units. This year the members of the Fitzwilliam Fire Department donated as
follows: $3,000 for Equipment and $2,100 Community Donations. Also a committment of
$20,000 towards the new fire station.
Respectfully submitted,
Carl E. Baldwin
Edwin 0. Mattson, Jr.
Winston A. Wright
FIRE WARDS
FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND DISTRICT CHIEF REPORT
In New Hampshire, Forest fire control is a co-operative State-Town program. The
Town Forest Fire Warden, appointed by the Director, Division of Resources Development
upon recommendation of the Selectmen and the State's District Forest Fire Chief is re-
sponsible for fire suppression and other related duties. The State shares equally with
the town in the cost of most forest fires, except illegal and careless fires, which are
charged to the responsible party. The State further provides fire detection services,
prevention programs, fire training for town wardens and crews, and back up equipment
for fire suppression.
By authority of the State, the Town Forest Fire Warden controls all outside burn-
ing in his town except backyard cooking fires. Any person wishing to kindle a fire
when the ground is not covered with snow must obtain a fire permit, free of cost, from
the Town Forest Fire Warden. No permits will be issued for fires between 9:00 A.M. and
5:00 P.M. unless it is raining, except for commercial purposes.
Please be careful when using fire, remember it can be an extremely useful tool
when under control but once allowed to run wild it can become a diastrous and devas-
•
tating force. Only you can prevent a forest fire.
Number of fires reported and acres burned - 1972 season:
State - 410 Fires 361 acres burned
District - 30 26^ acres - 26 spot fires
Tovm - 2 Spot fire
Robert Burns Carl E. Baldwin
DISTRICT CHIEF FOREST FIRE WARDEN
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FIRL CALLS FOR 1972
nee 2 1971 Curtis residence Royalston Road
- A.T.V. Vehicle - Total loss
S 22 " Dunton residence East Lake Road - Electrical fire - slight damage
npf- ?7 " Trailer on Fullam Hill Road - Honest
mxstake
Jan 2 1972 Gap Mtn. Road Smith residence
- E^ablic service - wire burning
Jar, 5 Walter Dunton Route #12
House fire - slight damage
Jan 15 Mutual Aid Call Winchendon,
Mass.
Jan 16 Carl Michel son Webb Hill Road
- Chimney fire
Jan 28 Mutual Aid Call Winchendon,
Mass.
Peb 10 Mutual Aid Call Winchendon,
Mass.
Feb 18 John Ilg residence - Oil burner
trouble
Mar 1 Car fire - Route #12 & 119
Mar 14 Dice residence Holman Road
- smoke investigation
Mar 25 Mutual Aid Call Troy, N.H.
Apr 25 Resuscitator call
Apr 29 Town Dump
May 11 Fuel wash - Route #12 South
May 13 Brush fire - Rockwood Pond
May 14 Resiscotatpr call
May 29 Resuscitator call
Jul 1 Car accident - Route #119
Jul 15 ' Rescue call - Route #12 & 119 , • v,4. • „„
Jul le Malcomb residence Route #12
House fire - heavy damage - lAghtning
-r,,! 18 Camp fire Route #12 Sip Pond
- Honest mistake
Jul 19 Old Wilson Place Rhododendron
Road House fire - heavy damage
Jul 19 Malcomb residence Route 12 S.
-House fire - lightning
Aug 5 Car accident Troy-Fitzwilliam
Line Route #12
Aug 6 Resuscitator call
Aua 19 Resuscitator call
Aug 22 Horse Shoe Pond Campground
Recreation Hall - Heavy damage
Sgp 10 Brush fire Rhododendron
Road - No permit
Sep 23 Mutual Aid Call Winchendon,
Mass.
Sep 28 Car accident Route #12 by dump
Oct 5 Resuscitator call
Oct 7 Car fire Route #12 North
Oct 11 Tommila Mill - Electric
motor fire
Oct 15 Russell Camp Laurel Lake
- Chimney fire
t^ov 11 Ruth Mackey Richmond Road
- Honest mistake
t^ov 12 Car accident West Lake Road
Nov 19 Car accident Route #12 Strawberry
Acres
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FIRE STATION BUILDING COMMITTEE REPORT
1972
By vote of the town a fire station building committee was established at the 1971
town meeting. This committee consists of the fire wards, a selectman, and other
residents.
The committee has investigated sites, types and costs of a new building, and has
considered travel times, insurance rates, and the general impact of placing a new large
building in this town. The committee chose Fitzwilliam Depot as the most logical site
for a new building. The Fire Department will still utilize the satelite station at the
village and projects that in the future another satelite station may have to be located
in the area of greatest expansion. Expansion of the town has been rapid during the
last few years but has taken no definiate direction. Consequently we feel that the
established policy of housing the majority of our equipment in the Depot with one truck
in the village will still give the town the best coverage now and in the near future.
Prior to the 1972 town meeting the committee had received the generous offer of a
parcel of land in Fitzwilliam Depot. This land ( the Reed property) was offered by the
St. Joseph Mission Church and the Diocese of Manchester for the purpose of constructing
a new fire station. We had also estimated the cost of a new building to be $55,000.
The members of the fire department voted to donate $15,000 to a building fund and the
remaining $40,000 was voted by the town.
The first request for bids was in May. We received four bids which showed a consider-
able range in price and variation in specifications. We decided it was in the best
interest of the town to reject all bids, redo our drawings and specifications and re-
quest new bids. While in the process of doing this, we were informed by the New Hamp-
shire Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission that the application for our sewage
disposal system had been rejected. We then, personally contacted this commission and
requested their help in finding a solution to our problem. With the excellent advice
and co-operation of a state soil engineer and the generous donation of another tract
of land from the Church we succeeded in finding an ecologically safe and proper solu-
tion to our problem.
In September we asked for bids again and the contract was awarded to the Goodell Con-
struction Company of Keene for the construction of a 60' x 80' steel building with a
brick face. This building will contain a 2000 square foot assembly hall and a four
bay apparatus floor. The hall will contain excellent lighting, kitchen, and toilet
facilities. We sincerely hope it will be well utilized by the people of this town.
The building is presently well on its way and we expect a completion date by early
spring.
Signed:










ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ELLIOT INSTITUTE
Statement of Receipts & Disbursements
for the year ending December 31, 1972















Purchased 35 shares Sears, Roebuck Company
Donation to Monadnock Regional ?tLgh School Band
Expenses of band concert
Expenses of Ralph Page lecture
Donation to Fitzwilliam Recreation Commission








FUNDS IN BANKS ON DECEMBER 31, 1972
Checking account
Savings account 2,953.50
SECURITIES AT MARKET VALUE ON DECEMBER 31, 1972
112 shares American Tel. & Tel. common
5 shares " " " preferred
54 shares Chemical Bank, N.Y. Trust
34 shares First National Bank of Boston
16 shares Niagara Mohawk Power
30 shares Pacific Gas & Electric
35 shares Sears, Roebuck Company
















FITZWILLIAM POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
Year ending December 31, 1972
The department has operated with four men for the year ending 1972.
Personal have been attending the vocational school in Nashua, where the state has
offered classes pertaining to various subjects related to police work and new pro-
cedures, along with guide lines to follow for court procedures.
Breaking and entering during the first half of year was at a minimum but late fall
this was on increase.
Speeding on town roads have been frequent and many complaints have been registered
with the department. To control this we obtained a computer type radar on a purchase
rent plan and after certification of equipment and operators it was put into use in
various areas where complaints were frequent. This lead to a decrease in violations
and also has decreased minor traffic accidents.
Summons issued and arrest made were sixty eight in number and juvenile sessions were
held for five.
We wish to thank local citizens for their cooperation and concern and for the co-


















January 1, 1972 to December 31, 1972
Balance January 1, 1972- Keene National Bank
Checking Account 539.57
Keene Savings Bank Account #38245 347. 33 886.90
RECEIPTS:
Interest December 31, 1972
Tovm Appropriation
Transfer from Dental Fund
Sale of Harvest Supper & Raffle Tickets
Interest on Haskell Fund
Transfer from General Fund









Frank Mass in Agency
Troy Visiting Nurse Association
Dr. Michael D'Alessio Dental Work
Telephone Book Listings
Service charge Keene National Bank
Dr. Thomas Bane - Dental Work
Trojan Press - Printing Tickets
Mrs. Wayne Persons - Raffle Prize winner
First Church - Use of hall
Transfer to Dental Fund from Harvest Supper
Stamps
Transfer from Checking account to Keene Savings
Christmas Basket Expenses
Balance December 31, 1972 Keene Savings Bank #38245 663.59
















Balance January 1, 1972 C.C. Savings Bank #60195
Receipts
:
Interest to December 31, 1972






Balance January 1, 1972
Interest
Donations from Town Organizations & Residents
Disbursements :
Christmas Basket Expenses









Balance January 1, 1972 C.C Savings Bank Account #28386
Receipts
Interest January 1, 1972 - December 31, 1972







Dr. Michael D'Alessio - Dental Work
Dr. Thomas Bane - Dental Work





Eleanor S. Bentzinger, Treasurer
FITZWILLIAM DISTRICT NURSING ASSOCIATION
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TOWN HALL AGENT REPORT
January 1, 1972 to September 1, 1972
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT 1972
More progress has been made this year because the back room( formerly used as a
museum) was cleaned and painted, new lights and a rug installed. It was opened to the
public and dedicated to Miss Marguerite E. Davis on April 18th. The Friends donated
the lovely rug, flowers and gave the tea.
Mrs. Francis Whitcomb gave us a nice table for the circulating room. The Friends
have purchased all the fiction for the year. The Esdaile Funds pay for the non-fiction
and the fine money pays for the children books.
In May, thirty books were given in memory of Marjorie Woodbury Yon by her sister
and are much appreciated by our readers.
Total circulation for the year 8,196 books, records, and magazines.
Mrs. Herrick, State Consultant aided me for six hours in the weeding of non-fiction
books. The Bookmobile made 3 visits, and we borrowed 63 books from Concord.
I attended six book selection meetings in Keene. Also 6 meetings in our Library
with Friends committee to choose books to buy.
Miss Sturtevant and I attended a book mending workshop on August 17th in Keene,
given by Demco Co. We learned many useful ways of mending and cleaning books.
We added 376 books to our collection and weeded out 148 books.
Miss Sturtevant continued the Pre-School and Summer reading Program, and taking
books to shut-ins.
The Garden Club provided flowers as usual for us again this year.
The Emerson School children, grades 2-5 visited the Library on October 10th, for
Imany it was the first visit to our Library.
I am hoping to get additional lighting in the stacks in 1973, as it is much
needed
.
I retired on December 31st and Mrs. Eric Thompson was appointed to fill my posi-
tion. I wish her success in her new position.









































SUMMER RECREATION COMMITTEE REPORT
1972
The 1972 Summer Recreation Program was held for the third year at the Emerson school
grounds. We were fortunate to have Mr. Eugene R. Beauregard return as program director
and to have Mrs. Julie Goddard as his assistant. The Neighborhood Youth Corps enabled
us to have two teenagers, Cindy Bagster and Billy Aldsworth, as junior assistants.
Playground was open to all Fitzwilliam youngsters week days from 8:30 to 1:30 mid
June through August 18. There were 121 youngsters registered and approximately 45
attending each day. Trips were taken to the Boston Aquarium, Whalom Park, to Keene
State College Summer Theatre (two trips), and to Mt. Monadnock for a climb. There was
an active daily schedule of activities including arts and crafts, baseball, archery,
table tennis, badminton, four-square, basketball, and a new challenge, box hockey.
The Fitzwilliam Inn once again opened its pool for the Red Cross swimming lessons and
Mrs. Guidotti again provided tennis lessons on her courts. We are fortunate to have
these generous donations of facilities and time from which the children greatly
benefit.
We thank the Elliot Institute for its donation and the Fitzwilliam Firemen's Auxiliary
for the trip to Whalom Park. We also thank the people who made private donations,
some in money, some in time, for they enrich the program and make it live. We also
thank the Neighborhood Youth Corps for enabling us to have the junior assistants.
The increase of the request in the budget for 1973 is necessary because we were short
of money this summer; donations were down, some expenses were up and there is no
money to carry forward to next year. It will be necessary next year to replace and




FITZWILLIAM RECREATION COMMISSION REPORT
1972
The Recreation Commission spent much of this year searching for an answer to the
recreation needs and wishes of the people of this town. In order to find what the
preferences were, the commission mailed postcard questionnaires to town residents in
April. After the results to the questions were analyzed, the commission held an open
hearing to get further comments from interested residents. The helpful comments and
suggestions received from this search were investigated, compared, and discussed at
some length.
The search finally focused on the land around Emerson School. The committee found
many advantages to this area: it is centrally located, easily accessible, could be
used year-round, would provide maximum use of taxpayers property, and would be one of
the least expensive areas to develop. This is an area where taxpayers money could
provide excellent facilities for maximum school and community use.
The committee met with the Monadnock Regional School Board in November with a land
use proposal and was encouraged to continue with development plans. This we have done.
There is ample room for a large baseball field, tennis courts, and a multi-purpose
shelter for summer recreation and for winter ice skating.




Balance, savings account, January 1972 $ 514.98
RECEIPTS
Town of FitzwilliamC Recreation Commission) 3,000.00
Town of FitzwilliamC Summer Recreation) 1,500.00
Savings Account 500.00






































^ITZWILLIAM PLANNING BOARD 1972 REPORT
The Planning Board met ten times during the year to handle business that regularly
comes before it. There were several other meetings that had to be called unofficial
because of quorum requirements. The diverse travel and business schedules of the
Board members make regular monthly meetings difficult to schedule in advance. We will
make every effort to advise residents of our meetings and the results of those meetings.
The Board reluctantly accepted the resignations of Mr. Kenneth Cavadini and Mr. Robert
Anderson because of business pressures, and of Mr. Robert Corrette because of his
election to the Board of Selectmen. The Board was pleased with the Selectmen's selec-
tion and appointment of our new members, Mrs. Howard Buss, Mr. John Ilg, and Mr. Fred
Regan, who join the continuing members: Mr. William Skarin, Mr. James H. Kennedy, Mr.
Howard Holman, and Mr. Dudley P. Housman.
As last year's report stated, we are actively working on a zoning ordinance. We have
been in touch with the University of New Hampshire, Community Development Office, which
has offered us full assistance. Current events in surrounding towns such as Peterbc-
rough and Rindge should make even the most hardened critic of zoning realize that
developers and promoters -- with a profit motive first and last -- come in and go out
with their. money to another unprotected town, leaving us with their problems. With
the assistance of professional planners and the voters of Fitzwilliam there is no
reason why we cannot avoid some of the problems our neighboring towns have had. We,
the Planning Board, sincerely request that everyone attend the open hearings that will
be posted. Only by your constructive criticism and help can we bring in an effective
ordinance that we can all profit from and live with.
It's not a question of what the "Town" or "They"
do to you. You are the Town. Be active in Com-
munity affairs. Step forward and be counted, for
many are counting on you.
I will again take this opportunity to thank not only the present members of the Board
but also all Fitzwilliam residents who have in any way assisted the Board during the
year. This included those of different views or opinions who were honest enough to
express themselves in the best interests of the Town.
I would particularly like to express my thanks to the Board of Se -Cmen. Although
we may not always agree -- which is healthy and good -- their assistance and guidance
have contributed immeasurably to the very existence of the Planning Board.
Repectfully submitted,
Dudley P. Housman, Chairman
PLANNING BOARD
FITZWILLIAM HISTORIC DISTRICT REPORT
The aerial Survey found two boundary line inconsistencies and as a result of the
Passage of two articles at the 1972 Town Meeting the problems were remedied.
Co-operation among property owners and prospective buyers has been greatly appreciated
in regards to the Districts rules and regulations . During the year applications





Two of the refused applications went before the Board of Adjustment, one of which the
Board upheld us. The applicant confined with us, made some changes and we were able
to grant him a permit. We feel the Board of Adjustment has been very thorough, and
fair in their decisions whether or not they have found in our favor.
Respectfully submitted,




I will take this opportunity, again, to thank all those who took part
and those who helped plan the Memorial Day Program.
The weather was a pleasant, warm, May day- Our guest speaker was Col.
Vincent Crane, who spoke on the steps of the Town Hall. The firing squad
was this year called the Spirit of "16'2 Members dressed in the period of
the American Revolution. They fired a salute at each of the cemeteries and
Plant Memorial Park- Music was furnished by the Monadnock Highschool Band.
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VITAL STATISTICS



















































































Gordon R. Hamilton, Jr.
Cynthia R. Monteverde















Nancy Anne Marie LeBlanc

























































































































































Kendall F. Crocker III
Scott R. Caswell
William N. Prigge












































NON RESIDENT TAX LIST 1972
Adams. Barbara Rogers
Orange, Mass. 01364
Addy, Phillip B. A: Carolyn C.
Crescent St.
Stowe. Mass. 01775
Trailer on White Est. 500




Aldrich, Edward B., Heirs
c/oNew England Merchants Nat. Bank
Trust Dept. 135 Devonshire St.
Boston, Mass. 02109








M23-L19 2A 25,400 1.041.40




Andreucci, Samuel & Leonora
110 Myrtle Ave.
Fitchburg, Mass. 01420





Long Beach, Cal. 90808
Arseneault, Francis & Aurora
191 Walnut St.
Leominster. Mass. 01453
M4-L46 15AL/B 31,600 1,295.60
M10-L68 65AL 3,250










Arwe, Kenneth J., Joan Macallister&
Forrest J. Stone, Trustees
Sandra L. Stowe Et A!
45 Roxbury St., Kcene, N.H. 03431
Atticks, Margaret E.
313 Hills St.
East Hartford, Conn. 06108
M6-L34 3.6AL 450










M4-L1 7A L/B 1 35'x630' AVG 1 ,850
TOTAL 2,100 86.10
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Bailey. James A. & Robert W.Lund M25-L19 kSO'x L/B 9,400 385.40
120 Federal St.
Salem. Mass. 01970
Barrett. John F.& Marie M21-L3460'xL (),300 258.30
Box 5b8 Morton Rd.
East Douglas. Mass. 01516
Barretto Granite Corp.
Milford.N.H. 03055
M29-L19 50A 2,500 102.50
Bartels, August E. .i Eileen M25-L17 90'x200- L/B 8.400 .M4.40
3912 Mill Rd.
Seatord.N.Y. 11783
Bassett. Howard C. &, Karen M. M36-L22 82.5-xl 13' L/B 7.450 305.45
b Vieie Ave.
Stoughton. Mass. 02072
Bateman. Maurice R. Jr. & Lillian E. M21-L21 45'x75- L/B 4.600 188.60
333 Front St.
Winchendon, Mass. 01475
Bateman. Richard C. &c Phyllis V. M37-L23 1 A L WO
32 Concord Rd. M38-L7 1 .8A L/B 1 ,300
TOTAL 2,200 90.20
M6-L35 4.7AL 800 32.80
Bauer, Roger L.&Myra J. M14-L208AL/B 1,250 51.25
3087 Ocean Ave.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11235
Belanger. Alfred & Evelyn M. Bldg. W-58 White Est. 1,950 79.95
5b Pilgrim Rd.
Springfield, Mass. 01118





Bennett. Catherine O. M10-L67 103A 13,400 549.40











Bowers, Arthur W. & Helen A.
Troy, N.H. 03465
M28-L9170'xl30'L/B 4,650















16 North Main St.
Troy, N.H. 03465
Cottage on White 2,400 98.40
Brooks, Roger H. & Beatrice T.
Princeton, Mass. 01541








Cabot. Lawrence T. &: Joelie F.
24 Langdon St.




M12-L39 4.4A 10,900 446.90
Land & Bldg Co-owned with
Judith Marriner & Chilton Cabot
M12-L38 19A 2.400





Campbell, W. J. A: Lillian I.





Carlson, L«iuis E. A; Miriam E.
2296 Valley View Dr.
West Linn. Ore. 97068
M7-L20 7.2AL 1,200 49,20
Castor, Donald R. & Gloria M.
557 Washington St.
Keene.N.H. 03431
M34-L21 1.5A L/B 8,200 336,20
Cece, Michael J, &. Concetta
129 Wallace Ave,
Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552
M25-L18 95'x200'L/B 5,000 205.00
Chadwick, N. Vivian
10 Richards Rd.
Lvnnfield Center, Mass, 01940
M21-L14 75'x L/B 10,000 410,00










Camp on White Estate 3,050 1 25.05
M15-L24 12AL 250 10.25
Clark, Maurice E. ik Frederick E.
Troy. N.H. 03465
M14-L16 53AL 2,8(X) 114.80
Cluuten, Theresa E.
8 North Lillian Street
Norfalk. Mass. 02056




M2-L6 21.5A 2,200 90.20
Collins, Dorothy N.






















M20-L4 190'x300' 300 12.30
Cnniti, Joseph
143 Jordan St.
New Britain, Conn. 06053
M2-L14 5.5AL 875
M2-L17.3AL 150
TOTAL 1 .025 42.02
Criscuolo, Vincent P. & Marilyn J.
89Creskili Ave.
Dumont, N.J. 07628





















South Hadley Falls, Mass. 01075
Dresser, Gardner H. & Barbara S.
1 High St.
South Glastonbury, Conn. 06073
Dresser, Rachae M.
21 Francis St.
E. Hartford, Conn. 06108
Mobilehome on Whites 1,500 61.50
M12-L4178AL 4,200 172.20











Drolshagen, Roger & Claire
22 Briand Drive
Nashua, N.H. 03060






M26-L2 85'x L/B 4,850 198.85
M21-L17 80'x223'AVGL/B 7,950 325.95
Trailer, White Est. 1,550 63.55
Duplease, Robert E. & Annette P.
343 Medford St.
Maiden, Mass. 02148
Durham, Roland W. & Isabelle M.
Westport, N.H.






























Daley, James T. & Carolyn A.
51 Robinson Dr.
Westfield, Mass. 01085
M13-L8 24AL 650 26.65











Bldg. on White Est.
1,750 71.75
1,150 47.15
Davis, Edith & Jesse F.
249 Millville Ave.
Naugatuck, Conn. 06770









Davis & Symonds Lumber Co.
Claremont, N.H. 03743
M8-L8 70A L 1,300 53.30




De Santis Gasper & Mildred
Belchertown Rd.
Ware, Mass. 01082
M21-L31 275'x205'L/B 5,700 233.70
M14-35 2AL/B 6,700 274.70









Bldg. on White Est. 1,200 49.20
Bldg. on Land of White 2.300 94.30





Bldg. on White 2.500 102.50
Evashousky. Charles & Flora
55 Jones St.
Athoi. Mass. 01331
Trailer on White 1.500 61.50
Fairbanks. Roslyn 6c June
35 Winthrop Lane
Holden, Mass. 01520
M23-L22 .4A L/B 7.950 325.95
Farrell. Thomas M. & Lynne K.
10 Beechwood Circle
Cromwell. Conn. 06416
M6-L2 16.8AL 1 .650 67.65










East Northport. N.Y. 11768
M40-L7 .3A L/B 850 34.85
Fedor, Richard & Florence D.
51 Standish St.
Weymouth. Mass. 02188





















M15-L50 23AL 450 18.45
Fiske, George F. Jr. & Barbara M.
1356 Main St.
Athol, Mass. 01331
M11-L63 100AL 4.350 178.35
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M28-L22 .6A L/B 43,550
M32-L7 1AL 200
TOTAL 43.750 1,7^3.75




Trailer on Whites 1.550 63.55
Flechner, Emil
P.O. Box 579
New Britain, Conn. 06050
M12-L40 31.5AL 3,300 135.30
Fleet, Norman L.
46 Lowndes Ave.
Huntington Sta. L.I., N.Y. 1 1746
Fleur De Lis Camp
c/o Mrs. Frances Beede
43 Main St.
Saugus, Mass. 01906
Flynn, Mrs. Leo A.
USAID, EXO
APO San Francisco, Cal. 96528









FoUansbee, Harper & Patience S.
Hidden Field
Andover. Mass. 01810
M13-L6 19AL/B 10,800 442.
Foster, Joseph A. & Gladys E.
23 Spring St.
Poscoag, R.I. 02859


















New Ipswich, N.H. 03071
Gatcomb, Albert G. & Joanna P.
55 Bennett St.
Chicopee, Mass. 01020
Gates, Harold W. & Mildred E.

























Camp, So. Grove, Laurel Lake 3,200 131.20
26.65
71.75
Glenfield, John O. & Elizabeth
252 Newton St.
Waltham, Mass. 02154
M16-L19 15AL 1,050 43.05
Goodale, Arnold P.
78 Prescott St.
West Boylston, Mass. 01583









Gorringe, William A. & Marion J.
29 Lyman St.
Westborough, Mass. 01581
Graf, George L. Jr. & Lilly H.
2642 Longwood Dr.
Wilmington, Del. 19803






M3-L29 7AL/MH 1,750 71.75
M3-L18 5.5AL 650
M3-L19 5AL 600


















M7-L17 9.5A L/BMH 5,150 211.15




M37-L-15 1/2A 4,100 168.10
Guerrette, Lawrence J. & Helen C.
14 Trudy Terr.
Canton, Mass. 02021
























M6-L49 3.6AL 350 14.35
Handy. Roy E. Jr. & Shirley L.
RFD62
Hubbardston. Mass. 01452






































Camp on White Est.








Hayden, Elwyn C. & Anne J.
58 Logan St.
Orange, Mass. 01364
































Camp on White Est. 1.900 77.90
Hobbs, W.F.John, Jr.
Cambridge, Mass.
M12-L6 48AL 950 38.95
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Holbrook, Barbara R.






21 Charles River Square
Boston. Mass. 02114
M18-L1 147AL 3.750






M4-L1 49A L 700 28.70
Holmes, Eugene Jr.
10 Rose Cliff St.
Roslindale, Mass. 02131
Bldg. on Land of White Est. 2,350 96.35
Holmes. Frank W.
43 St. Johns St.














Howard, George A. & Susan P.
1000 Apollo Beach Blvd.
Apollo Beach. Fla. 33570
M31-L2L/B 1.200 49.20
Hyde. Gerald F. & Ellen B.
Ad ley Rd.
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
M9-L1 2.5A L 500 20.50




Jacobs, Arthur R. & Marlyn M.
Fox Field Lane
Hanover, N.H. 03755




Jobbagy. Francis Sr. & Mary










TOTAL 38,900 1 ,594.49
Joslin, Fred & Ethel B.
88 Burke Ave.
West Springfield, Mass. 01089
Joyce, Robert F. & Phyllis E.
92 Lincoln Terr.
Bloomfield, Conn. 06002
Judsky, John J. & Jacqueline
180 Main St.
Athol, Mass. 01331








M3-L30 42.5AL 2,100 86.10
Koski, Albert & Elizabeth
Walnut St.
Baldwinsville, Mass. 01436




Trailer on White Est. 1,100 45.10
Keith, Charles R. & Marguerite
15 Pemberton
Cochituate, Mass. 01760
Camp on Land of White Est. 4,050 166.05




Kendall, Frank & Others
33 Greeley St.
Concord. N.H. 03301






M14-L8 23A L 1,850 75.85
Kidder, George N. & Mary A.
804 Bronx River Road
Bronxville, N.Y. 10708
M11-L1744AL 3.500 143.50
Knapp, Albert S. & Vern F.
170 So. Main St.
Newtown, Conn. 06470
M35-L19.7AL/B 6,850 280.85
Kokell, John & Joy M.
41 Wicks Rd.
East Northport, N.Y. 11731






Koskela, Frederick & Connie
Jaffrey Rd.
Troy, N.H. 03465
Bldg. on White Est. 2,950
Koski, Irene
250 Lincoln Ave.
Mt. Holly, N.J. 08060
M26-L6 5.5A L/B 2,050 84.05
Kovacs, Joseph & Emma
60 Causeway St.
Hudson, Mass. 01749
Kuhlman, Mary E., Trust Dept.
c/o Merchants Nat. Bank & Trust Co.
1 1 S. Meridian St.
Indianapolis, Ind. 46204
















M2-L29A 190AL 3.650 149.65
Larson. Gustave A. &. Marion K.




Lavigne. Richard L. & Shirley E.
Winchendon, Mass. 01475
M26-L3 L/B 7.650 313.65
Lawrence. Frank & Hazel B.
25 01dSaugatickRd.




Lawrence. Sumner C. & Caroline J.
48 North St.
Lexington, Mass. 02173
M21-L11 L/B 9,500 389.50
Lemay. Joseph J. &. Tillie J.
1 1 Hillside St.
Meriden, Conn. 06450
M2-L25 3.5AL 850 34.85
Leville, Roland J. & Beatrice D.
49 Water St.
KeencN.H. 03431




M5-L3 106A L 1 .600 65.60
Liberty. Jack
Fitzwilliam.N.H. 03447
Mobilehome on Morin 1. 100 45.10
Litchfield, Wisner L.
1 90 Maple St.
Manchester, N.H. 03101
M12-L43 18AL/B 1,950 79.95
Logan. Spencer H. Jr. & Jean A.
Old Center
Winchendon. Mass. 01475
M36-L5 L/B 8,450 346.45
Lord, Robert
61 Jane St. Apt 15E
New York, N.Y. 10014
M14-L40 43AL/B 3,500 143.50
Love, David M. & Elaine R.
Sutton, Mass.














Lymberg, John W. & Sally C.
R.F.D. HiliRd.
West Acton, Mass. 01720
Mack, Joseph L. &. Josephine B. Et Al
135 Riders Lane
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
Maclean, James P. &. Helen J.
102 Cheney St..






MI5-L36 7.3AL 1.250 51.25
McKenney, Leo F.
40 Danebury Downs


















Mendeloff, Ernest & Kirsten
665 Clinton Ave.
Bridgeport, Conn. 06605








Meyer, Rev. Eugene W.
46 South State Rd.
















M37-L16 100'xl20'L/B 900 36.90









Millett, Charles E. & Mary V.
1 12 Lincoln St.
Hudson, Mass. 01749
M35-L31 60'xl60' L/B 5,600 229.60
Millett. Elizabeth A.
1 1 Temi Rd.
Hudson. Mass. 01749




Bldg. on Land of White Est. 1 .900 77.90
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Moore, Norman & Elaine
40 Reef Rd.
Fairfield, Conn. 06433










48 Little Farms Rd.
Saxonville, Mass. 01701












Bldg.W-39 on White Est. 800 32.80
Morrison, Alice E.
Troy, N.H. 03465
Morrison, Kenneth & Beatrice L.









































M20-L9 3.7Al/2Int. L/B 15.150 621.15
Mosseau, James P. & Irene J.
77 Federal St.
MillersFalls, Mass. 01349
M37-L5 L/B 5,650 231.65
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McHilton. Eldon L.
236 10th Ave. NE
St. Petersburg, Fla. 033701






Nolan, John F. & Virginia
4 Grimes Rd.
Lexington, Mass. 02175










M7-L27 40AL 2,450 100.45
Noyes, Russell T.
6 Oak Hill Ave.
Clinton, Mass. 01510
M35-L1 .2AL 700 28.70
Nugent, John F. Estate
c/o Katherine G. Nugent
45 Wellington St.
Worcester. Mass. 01605












O'Connor, James J. & Frances M.
16 Lincoln St.
Chicopee Falls, Mass. 01020
M6-L21 9AL 1,150 47.15









M2, L#28 37A 740
TOTAL 1,220 50.02







O'Neil, Paul E. & Maureen L.
14 King Road
Middletown, Rhode Island 02840
M36-L21 lOO'x L/B 4.900 200.90
Ostranger, Walter M. & Jane R.
Old Turnpike Rd.
Bridgewater, Conn. 06752


























Bldg. on White Est. W-54 1 ,300 53.30
































M12-L58 3AL 400 16.40
Phillip, Frederick C.
R.F.D. #3, Box89
Great Barrington, Mass. 01230





Plante, Emil J. Jr.
1207 Nottoway Ave.
Richmond, Va. 23227
M10-L15 89AL 4,050 166.05
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Preston. Brierley & Mary L.
30 Minot Ave.
Acton, Mass. 01720









Ray. Donald E. &. Lois G.
31 Lovewell St.
Gardner. Mass. 01440
Redfield. Donald J« Mildred
Fit/william.N.H. 03447
Reid, Dr. David H.























Rossi, Ernest F. & Barbara C.
Osgood Rd.
Milford.N.H. 03055
Rossi, Eugene J. & Jessie L.
19 Bowman Lane
Westboro, Mass. 01581

































Rousseau, Alvin T. & Others
70 Barthel Ave.
Gardner, Mass. 01440
M24-L2 32A L/B l/2Int. 11.300 4b3.30
Rousseau, Arthur J. & Genevieve
62 Foss Rd.
Gardner, Mass. 01440
M24-L2 32AL/Bl/2Int. 16,550 679,37
Rousseau, Robert H. & Leona
236 Ash St.
Gardner, Mass. 01440
M24-L3 100'x205' L/B 8,050 330.05
Rousseau, Loa E.
Main St.
E. Templeton. Mass. 01438
Rousseau, Roland C.
Main St.
East Templeton, Mass. 01438
M23-L15 95'xl03'L/B 9.350 .^83.35





Roy, Eugene O. & Mildred L.
Box 72
Westminster, Mass. 01473
Russell, Edward J. & Bessie A.
29 High St.
Troy, N.H. 03465
M35-L24 430' SF 3.5A L 5,250
M35-34 340' 1.2AL 200
M35-L36 100'xl50'L 100





















Schouler, Robert C. & Eleanore C.
Northfield, Mass. 01360








M35-L11 12-13 L/B 10,800 442.80
10,500 430.50
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M16-L20 13AL 875 35.87
Shearer, J. Lowen
136 Redwood Lane.
State College. Penn. 16801
Silander. Herbert E.
14 Split Level Dr.
Ridgefield. Conn. 06877
Siltberg, H. Paul & Ingerborg M.
18 Ivernia St.
Worcester, Mass. 01606








Slavic, Fred M. &. Rosalind W.
69 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10003
M14-L4283AL/B 7,275 298.27
Smith, Burgess


















Bldg. on White Campground 1,350 55.35
Smith, Stanley S. & Ruth E.






Bldg. on Lot White Est. 900 36.90
Spaulding, Maurice W. & Evelyn M.
53 Beech St.
Winchendon, Mass. 01475


















Little Neck. L.I. ,N.Y. 11362
St. Dennis, Robert & Cecile















Stoor, Leonard & Edward
211 Pine St.









Trailer on A. Rousseau 1 ,600












Steiner, Russell C. & Ailsa
14 Lincoln St.
Manchester, Mass. 01944
Strong, William & Others
Box 154
Windsor, Conn. 06095
Suchanek, Thomas H. Sr. & Josephine M.
Suderman, William J. & C. Regina
Greenwoods Road R.F.D. #3
Richmond, N.H. 03470
Swezey, Clarence E. & Muriel M.










Taylor. William T. & Elizabeth
52 West St.
Simsbury, Conn. 06070
Thayer, Roy A. & Phyllis M.
155 Grove St.
Winchendon, Mass. 01475






Torres. John Jr. & Kate K.
23 Granite St.
Peterborough, N.H. 03458
Towle, Phillip A. & Virginia R.
P.O. Box 398
Rindge, N.H. 03461
Townsend, James W. & Doris E.
269 School St.
Winchendon, Mass. 01475












Tulipani, John A: Janice H.
77 Ivy Hill Road
Ridgetield.Conn.0b877
Trubiano, Arthur P. A: Patricia J.
31 9 Glenn Aryen




Vaine, Walter A: Helen
Troy. N.H. 03465
Vanleer, Mark A: Ruth
63 Diilion Ave.
Holyoke, Mass. 01040
Vaugh, Raymond E. ix. Rita E.
44 Chapel St.
Holden. Mass. 01520





N. Wilbraham. Mass. 01067




































1 3 Prospect Terr.
Leominster, Mass. 01453
Ward, Robert S. & Florence A.
13 Prospect Terr.
Leominster, Mass. 01453
M14-L23 15AL/B 17,700 725.70
M26-L11 3.7AL/B 3.350 137.35
M25-L13L/B60'xll8' 9,650 395.65
M25-L16L/B 180'xl80' 7.900 323.90
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San Francisco, Cai. 941 15
M33-L2 L 200'x200' 1,450 59.45
Wells, Horace
1 9 Parker St.
Billerica, Mass. 01821
Bldg. E/S Webb Hill Rd. 1 ,400 57.40





















M16-L27 2810.7AL 200 8.20
Whitcomb, Marshall P., Heirs
c/o Mrs. Elizabeth Rice
9 Chester St.
Worcester, Mass. 01605

















M24-L7 1/4Int. ;5AL 2,800
M25-L1 3A L/B 13,000
M25-L4 1AL/B 15,350
TOTAL 31,150 1,277.15
Whitelaw, Michael J. & Diana M.
556 Maple Hill Ave.
Newington, Conn. 061 1
1
M2-L3 4.5A 375 15.37
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M7-L33 63AL 1,150 47.15
Camp, South Grove on
LandofS. E.White Est. 1,100 45.10




M14-L1 13A 1,000 41.00
Williams, Simon M. & Eudora M.
1141 Chestnut St.
Athoi, Mass. 01331
Camp on Land of S.E. White Est.
at Laura! Lake 1,500 61.50
Wilmot. Earl R.
Kilbourne St.
South Lancaster, Mass. 01561
M35-L10.7A 3,150 129.15
Wishwell, Priciila A.
c/o Harold C. Wiswell
42 Winding River Rd.
Needham, Mass. 02192
M11-L22 17AL 1.500 61.50
Woehr, John M. & Joan L.
19 Chestnut Ave.
Old Tappan, N.J. 07675
M38-L5 3A L/B 17,800 731.85
Wolf, Thomas E. & Ellen R.






M10-L45 112AL/B 11,400 467.40
Wood, Jesse M. & Ethel
Surrey, N.H. 03431
M20-L2 2.2A L 250 10.25








Bldg. on White 1,900 77.90
Woodward Florist
Walpole, N.H. 03608
M12-L13 7AL 800 32.80



















Monadnock Lifetime Products Inc.
Fitzwilliam.N.H. 03447




































RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1972
Adams. David & Sally
Aldrich, Raymond E. cV Marjorie M.
Aldsworth, John H.
Allen, C. Boyd & Margaret K.
Anderson, Henry A. & Annie S.
Anderson, Robert H.
Anderson, William, Heirs of
c/o Henry Anderson
Angier, Wallace F. & Emeline L.
Asso. Sportsmen's Club
Ayers, James & Marjorie










Baldwin, Fred & Jesse
Baldwin, Raymond C.
Ball, William J. & Norma D.
Banks, Roy I.
A: McDevitt, Alma L.
Barnes, Christopher & Katherine J.
Barnes. Lennox D. & Grace J.
Barrus, Charles
Batenian, Hilda R.
Beal, John F. Estate
Beauregard, Roderic E. & Judy E.
Bellette, Leo
Bemis, Daniel H. & Estella
Bentziger, Robert G. & Eleanor S.
Bergeron, Leopold C. & Diane
Berry, Robert E. & Joyce A.
Betourney, Charles R. Jr. & Bonnie
M31-L11 lAL/B
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Bicktbrd, Grace R. Estate
Bill, Louise H.
Billings. Dwight B. & Hortense
Bill's Oil Co. Inc.
Bishop, James R. & Zillah
Bishop, Roger F. & Barbara
Blair. John & Carol
Blake, Donald C. & Jeannette M.
Blood, Eva P.
Bosworth, Isabelle
Bosworth, Winfred T. & Jessie W.
Boucher, Raymond W. & Elizabeth
Bowditch, Nathaniel & Constantia P.
Boyce, Clement R. & Doris D.
Boyce, Fred R., Heirs of
Brackett, Donald H.
Breed. Alice L. Estate
Broadhurst. Anna H.
Brown. Julian P. & Elizabeth C.




Bullock, Benjamin L. Ill & Frances B.
Burkhart, Anne Helene
Buss, F. Howard & Jane M.






Card, Arthur F. & Sylvia R.
Carlson, John E. & Mary H.
Carrier, Louis D. & Joyce G.
Carroll, Alexander & Dorothy I.
Carson, Glenn & Lois J.
Carter, Frank & LaDonna
Carter, Gregg
Casey, Joseph W. & Glenda J.
Casey, Lawrence J. & Vera
Castles, G. Richard & Jean G.
M12-L97AL
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Caswell, Scott ik Maureen
Cavadini, Kenneth &c Evelyn M.
Chaiti'er, Edward A. & Dora B.
Chase, Harold F.
Chase. George D.
Chase, George W. Sr.
Chase, JeH'rey L. A: Gloria
Chase, Howard E.
Clarke, Joseph G. &. Hazel M.
Cleveland, Arthur B. Si Alice M.
Coles, CliHord H.
Colwell, Larue, & Mary R.
Conklin, Margaret C.
Corrette, Robert J. &: Louise D.
Cote, Norman
Crane, Col. Vincent M. & Mary H.
M12-L23 100'xl50'L/MH
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Crocker. Kendall F. Ill
Crooks, George C. & Joan J.
Ciiccinello, Lorenzo J. & Olga F.
Curtis, Roland A. &. Linda
Cushing. Edith
dishing, Jeremiah J., Jr.
Cushman, Ernest A. Jr. & Brenda L.
Dahl. Frank A. ik Lillian B.
Damon, Clayton H. & Bernice R.




Davis. William H. Sc Mildred B.
Davis, William H. Jr. & Sandra M.
Decatur. Verne M. &. Crystal L.
Decatur. Verne M.
Deldotto. Waiter F.& Ruth B.
Delory. Margaret M.
Delory, Margaret & Paul. William
DemidoH". Nicholas A. & Lorna
Depew. Arthur & Elsie
Derby. Vaughan & Anna
Derosier. M. Estelle
Depres. Theodore & Marilyn
Devoid. Kenneth E. Jr.
Dickie. Frank L.
Dickinson, Thelma J.






Dolbeare, Cyrus M. &. Pauline G.
Doyle, Fred J. & Teresa




Dutty, Roland & Janice
Dunchus, Kenneth & Nancy
Dunham, James R. Si. Sandra J.
Dunham, Victor & Gladys
Dunham, Wayne R.
Dunton, Arthur W.
Dunton, Charles F. & Patricia









Durr, David H.& Carol
Duquette, Kenneth P. & Lucille
Eckberg, John E.
Eddings, Roscoe& Sadie M.
Ellis. David B. & Beverly B.
Ellis, Howard A.
Elwell, Thomas S. & Constance B.
Evans, Alice E.
Exel, David & Lillian J.
Farinoli, Altieri & Gertrude
Farrar, Alden G. & Wilma R.
Favreau, Arthur G. & Bertha V.
Favreau, Robert J. & Marilyn
Fifield, George A. & Gale A.
Firmin, John A. & Caroline R.
Firmin, Horace B.
Fisher, Annie R. & Jennie L. Doody































Fitzwilliam Historical Society Inc.
Fitzwilliam Swimming Club Inc.
Flagg. Harold &c Katherine
Fletcher, Louis E. iSc Ruth
Flinkstrom. John W.
Florence, Robert K. <!k Viola
Florv, Elizabeth W.
Fortier. Thomas P. & Eleanor L.
Fuller. Enoch D. Jr. & Mary Lou
Fuller, Enoch D. Jr. &. Mary Lou
Richmond Road
Gallant, Joseph S. & Rita B.
Gartner, Mary B.
Gauthier. Arthur F. & Patricia C.
Gienty. Edward H.
Goodnow, Richard




M34-L5 1.5A LB 9.550
M11-L23.5AL 100
M15-L3 134.bA L/B 15.400
M15-L4 10AL l.WX)
TOTAL 17.100




Mb-L50 10AL B 9.1(X)








M34-L20 1 50x422 L 4/5 Tax 1 ,050









































Grant, Edward E. & Dorothy M.
Green, Edward F. & Lois M.
Greenough, Robert A. & Gloria J.
Greenough, Theodore




Guidotti, Alfred E. & Virginia G.
Hagstrom, Carl J. Ill & Rosemary F.
Haapala, Aili M.
Haimila, Edith V.











Hanninen, John & Mary
Haskell. Marguerite S.
Hatch. Loranus P. & Katherine C.
Hatch. Theodore F. & Jane G.
Hendrick. Frederick H.
Hendrickson. Ernest A. & Eleanor H.
Higgins. Nelson E.
Hill. AarnoI.& Hilda R.
Hill. Atle A.
Hill.TyneM.
Hill. Walter F. & Eleanore M.
Hinds. James H.










Holman, Lloyd K.& Rosalie A.
Holman, Richard
Holman, Walter E. Heirs
Holman, Weston W.ic Esther
Holmes, H. David & Irene E.
Holmes, Virginia W. D.
Hongisto, Eino E.
Hongisto, Walter & Modena
Housman, Dudley P. & Judith A.
Howell, Catherine B.
Howell, Theodore E. & Leona
Huntington, Edith
Huntoon, Clyde W. Sc Mary E.
Ibelle, Alan D. & Jean Ann
Ilg, John C. & Dorothy A.
Jackson, Jean M.
Jacobs, Beatrice
Jacobs, Francis B. & Alice V.
M10-L3 21AL/B
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Jarvis, John A. & Lorraine A.
Johnson, Arthur L. Jr. & Caroline F.




Kavney, Joseph T. & Angeline M.
Keck, Margeret M.
Keilig, Martha
Keller, Paul J. & Diane
Kennedy, Sheila C.
Kingsbury, John T. & Marion P.

































































































Koehler, Theodore Jr. & Ellen
Korjett", Gregory M. &l Alice L. B.
Ladeau, Donald J. & Jeanne I.
La Pave, Robert & Patricia
LaFond, James A. & Nancy
LaPreniere, Harry J. & Eleanor E.L.
Lamb, Edith B.
LaPointe. Linwood W. & Janet
Larhette, Robert K.& Janet A.
Laughner, Paul A. & Lois T.
Lavender, Edward G. & Shirley A.
Lawrence, Loretta
Legeyt, Eva L.
Lewis, William H. B. & Virginia L.
Lilback, Eino J. & Lempi M.






Lord, Thomas A. & Agnes E.




Maki, August & Mary
Maki, Sulo A.
Malsch, Otto L.& Annie M.
Martin, Levi & Gertrude
Martin, Roger W. & Dorothy E.
Massin, Francis C. & Elizabeth T.
Mattson, Edwin G. & Shirley
Mattson, John T.
Mattson, Osmo




May. Warren H. A: Linda J.
McCarthy. Philip M. A: Helen




Meattey. Ernest J. Jr. & Dianna
Meattey, Ernest J. Sr.
Meattey, Ernest J. Sr. & Tyyne S.
Meattey, Tyyne S.
Menard, Arthur M. & Gloria
Menard. Michel & Elsie
Meserve, L. Owen Jr. &. Sally D.
Meserve, Sally D.
Methe, Alberta J.
Methe, Robert P. & Velnia J.
Metzger, Frank J. & Josephine P.
Michelson, Carl
Miner, Robert F. & Barbara




Morin, Ludger J. ik Ida E.
Murphy, John S. c^ Alicia
Murray, Flora R.
Myers, David L. & Marcia L.




Noel, Charles ik Ruby
Norcross, F. Paul 6c Julia R.
Norway, Edwin E. & Rita L.
Nye, Raymond W. Jr. &. Nancy C.
Oberg, Richard K. &. Pamela G.
Olmstead, Phillip D. &. Margaret
Oisen, Mary P.
Oman, Ralph H.. & Noreine D.
Otto, Luther M. Ill Estate
M6-L13 9.5A L/B
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Page, Norman O. & Helen
Parker, Francis R. Estate




Parsons, Robert A. & M. Barbara
Patria, Earl E. & Evelyn
Patria, Harland H.
Patch, Richard A. & Nancy J.
Patterson, Donald & Irene
Patterson, Frank B.
Paul, Lucille B.
Payea, David P. & Janet S.
Pelkey, Edward F. Sr. & Bertha
Pelkey, Leonard P. & Ann L
Pelky, Reginald L. & Gloria Y,
Pelto. Atle & Rita
M41-L16 300'x300'L/B
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Phelps, Roger W. & Constance
Plante, Lucy B.
Poholeck, Paul & Rose
Popple, Raymond E. & Eliza
Prentiss, George & Edith M.
Prescott, Fred A. & Nancy K.
Prigge, William N. & Kristen O.
Pringle, Howard A. & Myrtle
Ouabbin Artesian Well Co. Inc.
Quesnel, Roger J. & Harriet E.
Raitto, Arthur Sr.
Raitto, Arthur J. Jr. & Dianne
Raitto, Arthur J. Jr. & Dianne
Raitto, Harold N. & Beverly
Raitto. Russell G. & Dee M.
Raymond, Wilfred P. & Lena E.
Raymond, Maurice H. & Elizabeth T.





Richardson, Elmer M. & Barbara H.
Ries, Kernel &. Harriet D.
Roche, Joseph F. &. Mamie W.
Rowe, George S. & Winnifred C.
Roy, Roland O. &i. Mildreth
Rugg, Cleron S.




Russell, Robert & Marion L.
Russell, Verne P. & Loretta F.
Saari, Carolyn & Ina
Sangster, Lillian M.
Savard, Alfred E. & Dorothy M.
Schimke, Caroline E. Edwin, Mary















Schumann, Robert & Rose Mary
Schwindt, Wayne N. & Scheila M.




Sherman, Webb H. & Jane S. Almquist
Short, Charles F. & Janet M.
Singleton, Fred G. & Marion G.
Skarin, Wm. J. & Vivian E.
Smith, E. Allen Jr. & Virginia F.
& Patricia S. Lasell
Smith, Dr. Carlton T. & Josephine S.
Smith, Chester & Emily
Smith, Glenn A. & Ramona M.
Smith, Henry
Smith, Ralph G. & Shirley E.
Smith, Ralph W. & Marjorie D.





Spicer, George & Fannie B.
Spicer, G. Warren & Thelma L.
Steinka, Henry
Stone, Christabel C. & Marion S.
Stone's Esso Service
Stone, Forrest J. & Rachel E.
Stone, Stillman P.
Stone, Waiter M.
Stone, Walter M. & Stillman P.
Shay
Stone, Walter M., Stillman P. Stone &
Jessie Baldwin
Stover, Edward C.




































































































Stuart, Henry A. & Ida B.
Sturtevant, Mabel
Sutherland, Donald, Florence & Anna
Sweeney. John C. & Opal A.
Swenor, Arthur J. & Violet A.
Swenor, Violet A.
Tardiff, Joseph E. & Ruth M.
Taylor, Oliver J.
Taylor, Stanley & Sheila
The Larder Inc.
Thompson, Catherine
Thompson, Catherine C. &
Cushing, Edward J.
Thompson, Eric & Mary W.
Thompson, Gertraud E.




Tommila, David & Joan
Tommila, Felix & Helmi E.
Tommila, Frank O. & Mary A.
Tommila. John W. & Lorraine
Tommila, John & David
Tommila, Vieno M.
Underwood, Clyde M.
Underwood, Robert D. & Harriet B.
Valley, Judith A.
Vandenbeemt, Jan H.& Edna A.
Vandersluis, Betty A.
Varney, Donald P.









































































































Wheeler, Anna G. & Robert G.




Whipple, Henry W. Jr.
Whipple, Katherine




Whitcomb, Wendall W.& Regina A.
White, Silas W. & Ruth W.
Wilson, Jean F.
Wood ley, Everett
Wright, Winston A. & Jane
Yantiss, Alvin C. & Gladys F.





Young, Wallace & Irene
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